Windows Vista And Internet For Children: The Best Book About Computers For Kids Grade 3 And Up (Computer Books For Children)
Engaging and visually pleasing, this computer guide goes beyond chatting and gaming to present practical, step-by-step instructions to teach kids the basics of Windows Vista and the internet, such as how to copy and paste and save files to a hard drive. Expanding children's understanding of this important and rapidly changing technology, the resource reveals essential advice on navigating Windows Vista, finding quality information in internet searches, working with text and pictures, learning netiquette and online safety, and grasping the finer details of Myspace.com, YouTube.com, and messenger clients. A companion website is also provided for additional support.
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**Customer Reviews**

The computer and the Internet are integral parts of the lives of our children. To be computer literate is an important and relevant to being literate in the skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic. That's why "Windows Vista And Internet For Children" is such a highly recommended and effective instruction manual for children ages 9 and older. Profusely illustrated throughout, "Windows Vista And Internet For Children" offers a wealth of practical and 'kid friendly' tips for searching the Internet, tips for utilizing Windows Vista, photo editing with Windows Photo Gallery, and instant messaging as part of social networking. Children will learn such basics as how to create and open...
folders, move, search and delete files, customize their computer desktop, add a gadget to a
Windows Sidebar, participate in a video chat, deal with email, and so much more. "Windows Vista
And Internet For Children" is very highly recommended and ideal for personal, school, and
community library computer science reference collections for students.
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